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Abstract This paper examines two cases in which the European Union (mainly through its normative influences) reduces the playing space for nationalist parties or is a factor in their declining electoral fortunes, which nonetheless does not result in a marked transformation of the parties’ ideologies in a staunchly anti-EU fashion. The Ataka party in Bulgaria and the HZDS in Slovakia both exemplify the principle of charismatic leadership and are regarded as strongly focused on nationalism, while also exhibiting populist and anti-establishment leanings. Ataka reached the height of its popular support between the mid and late 2000s and is currently represented in the National Parliament of Bulgaria. On the other hand, the HZDS was a significant factor in Slovak politics between the Velvet Divorce and the late 1990s, but is no longer active, as it was dissolved in January 2014. The conclusion reached by comparing the fortunes of these factions is that encouraging the imposition of a direct or indirect “cordon sanitaire” by the mainstream parties on anti-establishment ones under the direction of the EU could actually have a beneficial effect in terms of altering the party’s orientation and moving its opposition to the EU within the “soft Euroscepticism” spectrum.
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1. Introduction

The various manifestations of Euroscepticism and the strategies through which the EU manages to “insert itself” into the context of domestic political competition continue to be a topic of salience from the standpoint of both policy-makers and regular citizens. In a time period that has seen a flurry of networking and electoral successes on the part of political parties with an explicitly anti-EU profile (mainly in Western Europe), [1] this study sets the clock back and looks at the Eurosceptic undercurrents in the 1990s and 2000s in the case of two Central & Eastern European member states of the EU that have successfully escaped from the shadow of Euroscepticism and are currently characterized by a pro-European consensus at the political level. In the aftermath of the collapse of totalitarianism in 1989, the strong influence of pro-EU voices notwithstanding, [2] the firm anchoring of Bulgaria and Slovakia into the EU family of nations was far from guaranteed. However, a combination of factors such as the skillful maneuvering of local politicians, the EU’s instrumental and normative leverage, a serious commitment displayed by civil society actors towards achieving membership as well as a somewhat surprising ability of formerly staunchly Eurosceptic parties to reform and adapt, eventually brought the EU question out of the sphere of conflict politics.

2. Ataka

The Bulgarian nationalist-populist Ataka party was established in April 2005 as a result of the merger of the National Movement for Saving the Fatherland (NMSF), the Bulgarian National-Patriotic Party (BNPP), and the Union of Patriotic Forces (UPF).[3] The main public relations anchor of Ataka at the time was SKAT television (which had come to life in 1992 and was notable for its nationalist orientations).[4, p.14] SKAT is currently no longer affiliated with Ataka and has thrown its weight behind its own nationalist party – the National Front for the Salvation of Bulgaria (NFSB), which is (as of 2016) chaired by Valeri Simeonov. [5]

In addition, a weekly newspaper under the name of Nova Zora (New Dawn) closely linked with Ataka at the time of its founding.[6, p.30] The rise of the formation caught many analysts by surprise, as support for Ataka skyrocketed in the days immediately preceding the elections, which was contrary to the expectations of pre-election polls.[7] The results of its first showing at the 2005 Bulgarian national elections were regarded as an accomplishment (for the
standards of a fringe and newly emerged actor), because it gained 21 seats in the Bulgarian National Assembly (collecting 8% of the votes). In this way it firmly established a presence in the Bulgarian Parliament by becoming the fourth-largest party, bettering the results of all three of its center-right political rivals. [6, p.27]

In the 2005-2007 periods (before the attainment of the EU membership by Bulgaria in 2007) Ataka’s appearance was generally greeted with consternation and derision by the mainstream actors. A clear containment policy was exercised towards Ataka by the other parties in the Bulgarian National Assembly. For instance, all the other relevant parties distanced themselves from any cooperation with Ataka after the nationalists became part of the BNA sessions.[8] In March 2006 Ataka’s populist antecedent National Movement for Stability and Progress (NDSV) criticized the destructive tone of Siderov and its “ghastly chauvinism”, which “set in apart” from other political blocs in Bulgaria.[8] Ataka’s proposals were generally coolly received by the other parties; to take one example, the amendments to the 1998 Law on Bulgarian Citizenship that were suggested by the party in 2006 and envisioned the removal of the right to dual citizenship for non-ethnic Bulgarians were overwhelmingly rejected.[9, p.245] This trend of isolating Siderov’s party continued in the later months of 2006 - during the Bulgarian presidential elections held in October and November 2006 Siderov was the lone wolf and could not count on the support of the established parties.[6, p.33] The NGOs and human rights groups were no more inclined to treat Ataka with kid gloves. For instance, the president of the Bulgarian Helsinki Committee (BHC) Krasimir Kanev turned the tables on Ataka and placed the ball in its own court by characterizing it as an anti-constitutional. This was due to what he dubbed as racist rhetoric against the Movement for Rights and Freedoms (MRF), allegedly having crept in during Ataka’s questioning of the constitutionality of the Turkish minority party. Kanev even depicted the party’s pronouncements as transcending the unwritten rules of the Bulgarian ethnic model, Ataka could sow the seeds of discord between Bulgaria and the EU by encouraging enhanced scrutiny of the former’s minority rights record.

Since the fall of communism Bulgaria has displayed pride in being a peaceful country, in which ethnic issues hardly enter the realm of security politics. The emergence of Ataka and its anti-minority rhetoric was viewed as a threat to the attempts of the other parties to keep the matter of inter-ethnic relations in Bulgaria confined to the backstage. [13, p.808] As early as November 2006 sociologist Teodor Dechev (drawing in part on some of political analyst Ivan Krastev’s ideas) identified three possible scenarios for the future development of Ataka.[14] The first one envisioned a disintegration of Ataka due to blows delivered by other nationalistic parties as well as the hostility of the media towards the party. Alternatively, it also foresaw the possibility of Ataka self-sabotaging as a result of internal squabbling over the structure of the party and the accusations of nepotism, which were frequently leveled at Siderov when it came to high-level appointments.[15] The second scenario predicted that Ataka would convert the negative energy from the ill-disposed media and the other parties’ accusatory discourses into the garnering of increased sympathy from Bulgarians, which would translate into better electoral showings, in a sense following in the footsteps of the Belgian Vlaams Belang (VB).[15] The third path regarded as favorable to Ataka entailed a gradual integration into the political system of the country. Again, a precedent was cited by the theorist – in Italy, three ostensibly anti-Semitic parties, the Forza Italia (FI), the National Alliance (AN), and the
Lega Nord (LN), transformed themselves into respectable pillars of the right side of the political spectrum in the country.[15] For instance, the AN’s participation in governance succeeded in sufficiently taming the party, in such a way as to cause it to totally drop its anti-systemic rhetoric (though naturally some of the hardline members had to be expunged from the party or left on their own accord to form Social Action (SA) in 2003). [15]

Krastev also hinted at the possibility of a “reduction in the pre-accession Euro-optimism”, consequently to be accompanied by a renewed willingness on the part of other parties to include Ataka in a governing coalition, especially with the envisioned role of a “protector of Bulgarian interests within the EU”. Thus, he predicted that Ataka’s brash anti-systemic rhetoric and radical proposals to counter the perceived irregularities when it came to the decisions taken by/on behalf of the country on its way to accession could become an asset in the aftermath of EU entry, as it could increase the legitimacy of any mainstream party that extended the olive branch to Ataka (due to signaling such a party’s intention to be uncompromising in the defense of Bulgarian interests within the EU framework).[15]

Political developments in Bulgaria (especially since 2008) lend some credence to the contention that Ataka is largely following the path outlined by the third scenario. Since the beginning of 2008 Ataka has clamored for acceptance into the EPP and accordingly tended to proclaim its moderation.[16] An interview by Siderov given in July 2009 arguably represented a marked symbolic break with some of Ataka’s rather extreme pronouncements in the past. It revealed that Siderov had “socialized” himself and developed a fondness for more diplomatic language in his political discourse. He again played down the radical right-wing parallels by emphasizing that traditional “Christian” conservatism was a defining component of the identity of the party. The Ataka leader was also careful to stay clear of any critique of the neo-liberal economic path that the country had adopted.[16] After the July 2009 national elections in Bulgaria Ataka entered into an informal pact with Bulgaria’s election winner Citizens for European Development of Bulgaria (GERB) (the nationalists did not demand any cabinet positions), enabling the latter to sustain its reputation within the country, which had taken a hit due to members’ involvement in some instances of hooliganism as well as the snubs faced from other Bulgarian parties and the media. [22] It is interesting that as early as November 2005 Ataka had attempted to make use of the EU framework to strengthen its political position. On this day it had issued a protest note to the European Parliament (EP) complaining about the “lack of democracy and equal treatment of political parties in Bulgaria” (the underlying reason was the BNA’s refusal to allow the nationalists to call themselves “Ataka Party”, as well as the removal of their rights to propose legislation). In fact, this instance, albeit not achieving much in terms of alleviating Ataka’s situation, is believed to have been the first attempt to involve the EP in domestic political disputes in Bulgaria.[23] In May 2008 Siderov explicitly mentioned that the EU’s help could be invaluable in terms of Ataka polishing up its image and restoring its reputation within Bulgaria. The “enabling impact” of the EU (usually utilized when it comes to “providing a reference point” for politicians attempting to orchestrate important breakthroughs, sometimes against deeply entrenched
perversions of the wider society), has been well-documented, [24] and it would not be far-fetched to assume that the EU giving the seal of approval to Ataka, could entail similar reputational dividends for the party within the Bulgarian context.

It needs to be noted that contemporary developments in Bulgaria suggest that is not very likely that Ataka could complete the turnaround process and become an acceptable party from the standpoint of the EU mainstream. After breaking ranks with GERB and capitalizing on the anti-monopoly protest wave that gripped Bulgaria in February 2013, which eventually forced the resignation of the First Borisov Government, Ataka initially saw a significant rebound in its electoral fortunes. However, the party’s subsequent decision not to vote against the formation of a coalition government between the BSP and the MRF paved the way for the beginning of the Plamen Oresharski cabinet’s mandate in May 2013.[25, pp.306-308] This had negative repercussions for Ataka, as it had to contend with losing a significant proportion of its core electorate (due to accusations of an informal alliance with the MRF) and also managed to alarm the EU (because the nationalist party was regarded as a “hidden coalition partner” that could exert influence on the MRF and BSP, which caused pro-EU Bulgarians and EU politicians to be fearful that the country may be going off the rails in terms of its commitment to European values). Ataka’s decision to step up its pro-Putin rhetoric (Ataka MPs served as observers at the 2014 Crimean referendum and the party recognized Russia’s claim to the peninsula while fully opposing the EU sanctions) in the aftermath of the Euromaidan, also contributed to the public perception regarding the development of a new rift between the nationalist party and most of the mainstream pro-EU rhetoric (Ataka MPs served as observers at the 2014 Crimean referendum and the party recognized Russia’s claim to the peninsula while fully opposing the EU sanctions) in the aftermath of the Euromaidan, also contributed to the public perception regarding the development of a new rift between the nationalist party and most of the mainstream pro-EU rhetoric.

3. HZDS

The People’s Party - Movement for a Democratic Slovakia (L’S-HZDS) was established in the early 1990s (initially without the L’S designation) after Vladimír Mečiar abandoned the Public Against Violence (PAV) and created a new political grouping, which eventually crystallized into the HZDS.[24] During that period it was able to find the necessary resonance within Slovak political culture and placated the fears of Slovaks in the aftermath of the Velvet Divorce by weaving together elements of nationalism and promises of conservative economic policies as well as settling for a populist rather than issue-specific rhetoric, with Mečiar’s charisma being a contributing factor for its success. [27, pp.278-279]

While it enjoyed a high degree of popular support and the September 1998 elections confirmed the HZDS as the strongest political party in the country, Mečiar’s coalition partners did not gain enough votes for a government to be formed, so the pro-EU opposition party Slovak Democratic Coalition (SDK) was able to assume power.

A number of internal factors were important in reducing the legitimacy of Mečiar prior to the 1998 elections, which resulted in the HZDS moving into opposition. The macroeconomic situation within Slovakia had become very dire.[28, p.279] In an unfortunate twist (from its perspective) the HZDS also helped precipitate its own downfall. It wanted to constrain some of its political opponents, so it amended the electoral law a few months prior to the elections in such a way as to make it obligatory for all parties (even if part of an electoral alliance) to garner at least 5% of the vote to gain representation. Thus, it provided a very strong incentive for the opposition to be in a cooperative mood and paved the way for their amalgamation into a single entity – the SDK.[29, p.541] In addition, the very high voter turnout (75%) was attributable to the well-organized campaigns that warned against voter apathy (i.e. the Civil Campaign OK ’98).[30, p.290] While it was initially rather weak, civil society in Slovakia (represented by many NGOs) also managed to pick itself up (with Bratislava and Košice constituting the pro-Western bastions) with the encouragement of leaders of the opposition parties.[31, p.6]

Regarding the EU impact on the outcome of the election, it is always difficult to be separated from the domestic conditions. As maintained by Auer, “Europe’s impact is only as strong as domestic actors might make it”. Radaelli expresses serious doubts that the EU could ever be in a position to exercise direct influence (i.e. when it comes to democratization initiatives).[32, p.5] Still, the EU factor in the case of Slovakia should not be underemphasized in terms of it being an amplifier when it came to engendering anti-Mečiar mobilization.

From a strictly financial standpoint, in the lead-up to the election the EU and the member states contributed circa $4 million for a number of democracy promotion efforts (not only at the level of party leaders, but also lower down the hierarchical ladder).[33, p.31]

The EU also played a significant role as a point of reference for opposition actors; for instance, the SDK never failed to underline the importance of bolstering relations with the EU in order to put an end to Slovakia’s isolation in the world.”[34, pp.8-9] Henderson likened the 1998 election to an actual referendum regarding Slovakia’s EU membership: “The EU issue was not merely of high salience, but also penetrated the core of Slovak party competition to an unusual extent”. [34, p.8]

In addition to being instructors when it came to socialization aspects,[35, pp.8-9] the European party families (EPF)s aided Slovak parties (the HZDS and its partners were the only parties that almost operated in a vacuum when it came to links with EU actors) by helping them adopt modern election techniques - for instance, in 1998 the Party of the Democratic Left (SDL) started prioritizing face-to-face conversations with voters in a more personalable atmosphere (rather than only sticking to providing information during general meetings).[36, pp.1229-1231]
On the normative level, an important advantage of these contacts with foreign actors (from the perspective of Slovak parties) was the sense of external solidarity that enhanced their confidence when dealing with the HZDS. For instance, Mečiar was more reluctant to subvert the electoral rules (as evinced by the backfiring of the 1994 attempted expulsion of the Democratic Union (DU) from the Slovak Parliament) when aware that a certain party was well-connected in Western circles.[36, p.1233]

In this regard, in Eduard Kukan’s view (former leader of the DU and MEP) the transnational activity was also important in enhancing the Slovaks’ willingness to critically engage in politics rather than to unthinkingly follow the instructions of leaders.[36, p.1244] Thus, the EU arguably exerted some influence in terms of helping remove certain cultural stigmas such as the natural reluctance to oppose influential leaders among lower-ranked party functionaries and the general populace.[36, p.1244]

Lastly, the role of the EPFs as information providers is not to be underestimated. As established previously, in the pre-election phase Mečiar had frequently attempted to shift the goalposts by blaming the opposition for Slovakia’s sinking reputation in the EU. In addition, from a nationalist standpoint, to avoid the humiliation that he had brought Slovakia to the position of a “laggard” in the EU accession process, Mečiar tended to emphasize that the other CEE states were in a comparable situation to that of Slovakia. However, the presence of strong linkages with the EU actors helped the opposition to see right through Mečiar’s attempts to mollify the Slovaks (i.e. by illuminating the reality that Slovakia was far behind the other accession candidates) and this understanding trickled down to their constituents. It is essential to remember that one of the underlying philosophies behind the effectiveness of political conditionality has to do with a reliance on the natural competitive instinct of countries (especially neighbours) as an encouragement to complete the acquis.[37, pp.8-9]

Thus, Mečiar’s issue was that he had been failing not only in his quest to make Slovakia a “standard” member of the European family of nations, but also in his race with Slovakia’s neighbors within the CEE region.[28, p.285]

In essence, the EU was careful to sugar-coat its statements, tactfully distinguishing between the HZDS government and the country of Slovakia, thus as a whole managing to reassure the Slovak public of the magnanimity of its intentions. For instance, in the spring of 1998 while in Slovakia and addressing the stalling tactics of Mečiar, Hans van den Broek (at the time the EU Commissioner for External Relations) reiterated that: “the question is not whether Slovakia will enter the EU, but when this will take place. The answer is in the hands of the Slovak government.”[38, p.9]

All in all, the power shift in Slovakia might have occurred even without the presence of EU influence, but it is very much likely that the EU helped sustain a degree of unity among the Slovak opposition and handled itself well in refraining from blacklisting Slovakia as a whole when it came to the country’s prospects for admission.

In the aftermath of the HZDS’ fall from grace, rather than falling under the spell of “hard” Euroskepticism, the party appears to have gone in the opposite direction. In the 1998-2000 period, it arguably displayed “façade benevolence” towards the EU (as its actions did not really correspond with the official pronouncements).

In the initial transformative stage after 1998 at least on the surface the HZDS appeared to have disarmed the anti-European hardliners within the party.[39, pp.170-171] Fittingly, it started taking pot shots at its former ally, the Slovak National Party (SNS), lambasting its anti-EU stances. In a 2000 book, of which Mečiar himself was the publisher, he reiterated his enthusiasm for European integration, even jumping on the bandwagon of the “United States of Europe” notion, expressing his support for both an elected European central government and EP.[40, p.9] At the 2000 Trnava Congress Mečiar also appeared to discard the nebulous populist package (which tended to be off-putting for the Eurosceptics), maintaining that the HZDS had adopted the profile of a “slightly rightist” political party.[40, p.9] The 2003 rebranding of the HZDS as LS-HZDS, was generally associated with a further shift in the direction of more conservative tenets.[41, p.192] In his political declaration at Trnava, Mečiar further declared that the attainment of the EU (and the NATO) accession was to be the ultimate aim of Slovak foreign policy.[41, p.198]

In 2007 Mesežníkov classified the party as “undoubtedly pro-integrationist and pro-Atlantic”, and during the same year HZDS pronouncements clearly demonstrated that it was not able to identify any alternatives to NATO and the EU when it came to the provision of security within Europe.[41, p.198] In addition, more recently (in 2008) the HZDS followed suit with the other Slovak parties in refraining from expressing significant interest in the reinvigoration of close ties with other Eastern European countries such as Russia within the framework of the EU, thus demonstrating that it had expunged the “eastern vector” foreign policy aspirations from its system.[42, p.22]

After the HZDS was disestablished in 2014, the SNS remains one of the main exponents of Slovak nationalism. It has traditionally utilized anti-Hungarian rhetoric, but during the campaigning for the 2014 European Parliament elections it jumped on the generic Eurosceptic bandwagon, focusing on the perceived shortcomings of the EU. Other more moderate Slovak parties have voiced business-oriented criticisms of the EU as well as deplored the threats emanating from the EU level when it comes to the preservation of traditional Christian values.[43] In any case, hard Euroscepticism in Slovakia continues to be at best a fringe phenomenon.[44]

4. Conclusions

Having provided a detailed look into the workings of two parties, which scholars have generally tended to place into the nationalist-populist side of the political spectrum and
which have been frequently branded as anti-democratic, a number of final observations could be made. The analysis of the attitudes towards the EU exhibited by the Slovakian HZDS and the Bulgarian Ataka testifies to the fact that hardcore Euroscepticism (implying a total rejection of the European integration project itself and often of the democratic system of governance associated with it) seems to be lacking fertile ground for developing and being politically successful in the case of the “new wave” entrants (the countries that became members of the club through the 2004 and 2007 enlargements). Ataka and the HZDS exemplify an interesting trend with regard to CEE parties that are ostracized by the EU – instead of allowing the resentment for the EU due to its restructuring of their domestic political space to their detriment, they allow themselves to be Europeanized and gradually carve out a niche within a more moderate (even if still somewhat anti-establishment territory). It is also worth exploring whether the fact that nation-branding strategies are underdeveloped (or perceived to be so) in Eastern Europe [45, pp. 194-195] as compared to the Western side of the continent is a factor in encouraging a more critical look at one’s own country’s problems and represents a snag with regard to rejecting the EU in full even among parties that are opposed to the EU’s core principles.

This paper concentrated exclusively on party-based Euroscepticism in Eastern Europe while bracketing the examination of the Eurosceptic developments in the western part of the continent. This may lead one down a false path lined with exuberant optimism pertaining to the gravity of the threats posed by EU-opposing parties to the future of the Union. However, a quick glance at the political situation in quite a few Western European states reveals that the year 2014 was actually characterized by a plethora of successes for Eurosceptic forces, most notably for the Front National (FN), United Kingdom Independence Party (UKIP) and the Danish People’s Party (DPP), which amassed the most votes at the European Parliament elections.[46] Another EU-wide trend (at least among the “old” member states) is connected to the mainstreaming of extreme right and Eurosceptic discourses,[47] as manifested in the United Kingdom, in particular in the case of the British Conservative Party and its emerging receptiveness (David Cameron made such a pledge in early 2013) to the idea of a referendum on Britain’s membership in the EU.[48] With Brexit somewhat unexpectedly becoming a reality after the British people voted by a slight margin for the country to leave the European Union in the June 2016 EU membership referendum, the stage has been set for the invocation of Article 50 of the Treaty of Lisbon by the UK and the unleashing of wide-ranging political centrifugal forces that could fundamentally redefine the nature of the EU. Thus, the biggest challenge to the continued existence of the EU in its present is unlikely to be found at the eastern reaches of the continent.

The majority of the Eastern European states’ lukewarm reactions to the EU involvement in the Ukrainian crisis and the sanctions imposed on Russia notwithstanding, Russophilia and pro-EU sentiments are seen as being able to go hand in hand without any apparent cognitive dissonance. This applies even in the case of the countries such as Bulgaria that enjoy a special relationship with Russia from a historical standpoint.[49] The populist phenomenon in its Eastern European manifestation is not as of yet comparable in terms of a non-negotiable anti-EU potency to its Western European version.[50]
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